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Summary. The existence and attractivity of a local center manifold for fully nonlinear 
parabolic equation with infinite delay is proved with help of a solution semigroup con­
structed on the space of initial conditions. The result is applied to the stability problem 
for a parabolic integrodifferential equation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the existence and attractivity of a local center manifold for 
the initial value problem for fully nonlinear equation with infinite delay: 
(E) u(t) = Au(t) + Lut + g(u(t), ut) 
(I) u(0) = x, U(T) = W(T) for r < 0, 
where ut denotes the shift of the function u: ut(T) = u(t + r) for r < 0, A is a 
generator of an analytic semigroup in a Banach space X, L is a continuous linear 
operator from an appropriate function space Y into X and g is a nonlinear, suffi­
ciently smooth function such that #(0,0) = 0, Dg(0,0) = 0. Thus the equation (E) 
can be considered a linearization of a fully nonlinear problem 
u(t) = F(u(t),ut). 
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The following integrodifferential equation can serve as a typical example of the 
equation (E): 
(1) ii(t, x) = Au(t, x) + au(t, x)+ k(t - s)(A -f b)u(s, x) ds 
J—oo 
">2„ -f f(u(t, x), Du(t, x), D2u(t, x)) 
+ / l(t — s)h(u(s,x),Du(s,x),D2u(s,x))ds, 
J—oo 
where D denotes the differentiation with respect to space variables. 
Such type of equations arises in the theory of heat conduction in materials with 
memory or in some models of population dynamics, see e.g. [5]. 
A center manifold theorem for semilinear equation (E) was proved in [8] and for 
quasilinear parabolic equations with the application to the reaction diffusion equa-
tions in [11]. The same problem for the fully nonlinear parabolic equation without 
delay was treated in [2], [7]. The existence of a stable and an unstable manifold for 
the equation (E) was proved in [9]. Here, we make use of results from [9] and show 
that the usual procedure used in the construction of center manifolds can be carried 
out also in the case of the equation (E). 
To overcome the difficulties connected with the fully nonlinear character of the 
equation (E), we make use of interpolation spaces between X and V(A) and the 
corresponding spaces between Y and V(L) introduced in [12] and [9]. 
In the preceding paper [9], the resolvent operator for the linear equation (E) was 
constructed. It was proved that there exists an operator R satisfiyng the equation 
R(t) = AR(t) + LRt, R(0) = I, Ro = 0 
and having most of the properties of an analytic semigroup. Due to the delay term, 
the operator R lacks the semigroup property. However, it was proved that the 
operators 
-»•(:)-(?)• 
where u is a solution of the equation 
(2) ii(t) = Au(t) + Lut, u(0) = x, uo = (p, 
form a Co—semigroup on a certain subspace of X x Y. The semigroup 5 and its 
generator B were proved to have the form 
t*\ *<*\fx\ - fR(t)x + tiR(t-s)L<p8ds\ fx\ __ (Ax + L<p\ 
(3) SW[v)-{Rtx + tiRt-sLv8ds+Vt)>
 B {*>)-{ <P ) ' 
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The equation (E) was then replaced by the equation 
(4) v(t) = Bv(t) + f(v(t)), f ( 0 ) = ( * ) , 
The first component of this equation is the equation (E) while the second is the 
identity. 
Due to the special form of the semigroup 5, estimates for projections and convo-
lutions of 5, similar to those for analytic semigroup, were proved. The form of the 
nonlinear term in (4), namely the zero in its second component, plays an important 
role in the estimates, in spite of the fact that the projections of such elements to the 
eigenspaces do not keep this form. These estimates, which are not generally valid 
for Co-semigroups, enable us to construct a center manifold for the fully nonlinear 
equation (E) in the usual way. 
In Section 2, spaces and assumptions used in the paper are collected together 
with the results from [9], which we need in Section 3 for the proof of existence and 
attractivity of a center manifold. 
The application of the results to the equation of the type (1) with Neumann 
boundary condition is given in Section 4. Contrary to the Neumann problem for the 
equation ii = Au + / (u , Du, D2u) , where the center manifold can be described by 
the identically zero function, here it is not easy to find an explicit expression even in 
the case of a unique simple isolated eigenvalue on the imaginary axis. Nevertheless, 
it is possible to state conditions under which the zero solution of (1) is locally stable. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space and 
(A) let A be the generator of an analytic semigroup eAt in X. 
We introduce the interpolation spaces between D(A) and X. Let ||- II denote the 
norm in the space K", CJ0 = sup{Re A; A € v(A)}. For u>0 < 0, a e (0,1) we set 
DA(a,oo) = {x € X, \x\a = supf
1-* || AeMx \\< oo}, 
*>o 
DA(a + 1, oo) = {x € D(A); Ax G DA(a, oo)}. 
Forego > 0 we set DA(a,oo) = DA-2u>0 (a,oo), DA(a + l,oo) = DA~2*Q(a + l,oo). 
The closure of D(A) in DA(a, oo) in the norm 
II^IU 
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will be denoted by Xa. It was shown in [11] that Xa = {x € X; lim ^-aAe^x = 
0}. Let Xa+X be the closed subspace of DA{a + l,oo): X
a+1 = {x € D(Ay, Ax 6 
Xa}, 
IMU+1 = 11*11 + IM,. 
Let 7 > 0. Denote by Ya+1 the space of all functions <p: (-oo,0) -+ Xa+1 which 
are strongly measurable and 
(5) C>0 
My«+. = supí1"0 f | | e 7MVV(r) | | <*r < +oo, 
 J-oo 
lim i1'" / He^AV^MIIdr =0 
- • 0+ j_oo ^ 0 + ^^  
with the norm 
IMIy -+i= ! e^| |v(r)| |dr+My«+ i . 
J—oo 
Let a € (0,1) and 
(L) Ze£ L be a continuous linear operator from y a + 1 into Xa. 
In the sequel we shall need some information about the operator L(A) which is 
defined by 
L(A): Xa+l -> XQ, L(A)x = L(T -> eArx). 
L(A) is a continuous linear operator from .Ka+1 into Xa for Re A > - 7 , and 
IWA)*II«. < r r¥-rNUi-
7 + ReA 
Moreover, we shall suppose that there exists 0 > 0 such that 
(LA) ||-.(A)i-(A,i4)||£(x-) < ~ W
 f o r R e A > "T 
and 
0 = { A € C ; A - A - L{\) is invertible and D{\) = (A - A - I-(A))-1 g 
(ff)- €£(ACa ,Xa+1)}D{A€C; ReA>A-}\{A1 , . . . ,An}, 
where - 7 < A" < 0, Re A< >. 0, t = 1,..., n, A.; are poles of D{\). 
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J — < 
Further, let 
z« = x« x ra+1, ||.|U« = ||.|u. + ||.||y.+i, 
(6) Z = [z = (x, ip) € -Y°+1 x K a + 1 ; 
e7 T |k(r) |U+ idr < +00, lim (P(T) = x} . 
Then .Z is a Banach space with the norm 
MU = I M U i + / ° e^||v(r)IUidr 
and we will suppose that 
(g) g£Cl(Z,X«), g(0) = 0, Dg(0) = 0. 
Finally, let R+ = [0,+oo), R~ = (-00,0], let X be a Banach space. For 77 6 R 
we denote by Cv((a,b),X) the set of all / : (a,b) -» X such that t -> e^f(t) is 
continuous and bounded. These spaces are endowed with the norms 
ll/llc((„,»),*) = S UP ll^/MII*-
te(a,b) 
It is proved in [9] that there exists an operator-valued function R: R -> C(X) such 
that 
(7) R(t) = 0 for t < 0, R(0) = / , R(t) = A.R(i) + LRt for i > 0. 
The Laplace transform R(X) = D(X) = (A-.A-L(A))"-1. D(A) plays the same role in 
the investigation of the equation (E) and the construction of the resolvent operator 
R, as (A - A)""1 for a parabolic equation without delay and the analytic semigroup 
eAt. The operator R has most of the properties of an analytic semigroup eAt, but the 
operators R(t), t ^ 0 do not form a semigroup. Each strong solution of the problem 
(2) satisfies the integral equation 
(8) u(ť) = R(ť)x + / R(t - s)Lџ>8 ds, 
Jo 
and, on the other hand, if (x,<p) e Za, then u € C(R+,.Ka) n C((0,+oo),Xa+1) n 
Cl((0, +00), Xa), i.e. u is a strong solution of (2). Here (p is extended as 0 onto R+, 
so that (ps is defined for all s^O. Then 





form a semigroup on the space of initial conditions Za. Prom the expressions (9), 
(10) it is clear that S cannot be an analytic semigroup, because it does not improve 
the regularity in the second component. Some properties of S and its generator are 
collected in the following two propositions, the proofs of which can be found in [9], 
Proposition 1. Let S(t) be defined by (8), (9), (10) for t ^ 0. Then {S(t)} is a 
Co-semigroup of linear operators in the space Za. Its generator B is given by 
D(B) = {(x,<p) eza;xe x a + 1 , $ G y a + 1 , lim <p(r) = x}, 
т->0 
*(;)<AxГ) 
A G C is in Q(B), the resolvent set of B, iff Re A > - 7 and D(A) G C(Xa,Xa+l). 
Moreover, S(t)Z CZforallt^ 0. 
Now, if we denote v(t) = (u(t),ut), then the problem (E) can be rewritten in the 
form (4). The local existence of a solution v can be proved with help of the variation 
of parameters formula 
"<< )= s<H s <«- sK 9 (" (o'">-
The contraction principle together with the properties of the operator R yield the 
solution v G C([0,T),Z) with u G C1([0,T),Ka) provided that v(0) G Z is small 
enough. 
A direct computation yields the expression for (A — B)" 1 , A G Q(B): 
(ID (*-*)-'(;) 
/ D(\)(x + L(6^fieW-*)<p(<r)te)) \ 
V T -> eArI>(A)(i + L(6 -> J° e*<--»>v.» da)) + f° e
x^-a^(a) da J ' 
The last assumption deals with the spectrum of the operator B: 
a(B) = o-_(B)u{Ai,...,A„}, ReA. > 0, Rea~(B) < \~ < 0, 
(a) 
Ai,..., An are eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. 
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We shall denote by P + the projection operator 
'*-5jj[>--r ,«. 
where T is a suitable path around the set <J+(B) = {Ai,..,An}. Further, let P = 
I-P+,Z~ =P~(Z),Z+ = P+(Z), 
(12) S+(t) = -^т / eЛł(Л - ß ) - 1 dЛ, ř є R , S~(t) = S(t) - S+(t), t >. 0. 
2кi y г 
Then S+(*)* = P+S(*)z = S{t)P+z, S~{t)z = P'S{t)z - S{t)P~z, z G Z. 
Estimates of the norms of the operators S+{t) axe quite straightforward. The proof 
of the corresponding estimates for the operators S~{t) is much more complicated. 
It requires a certain decomposition of the operator D{X), which allows to obtain an 
exact expression for S~. In the following, we shall also need estimates of convolutions 
of S~ by functions of the form I ) . It is easily seen from (11), (12) that 
where 
R+{t)x = - ^ / extD{X)xd\, R~{t) - R{t) - R+{t) for t G R. 
2ra Jr 
It means that R~{t) ~ -R+{t) for t < 0, which, together with the estimates for 
convolutions of R, which are proved in [9], give the desired estimates. They are 
collected in 
Proposition 2. Let {a) hold, 6 > ReXiy X{ G <r+{B), LJ < 0, 0 < a < 
min(7/2,-A-), |/x| < a, 0 < T ^ +oo, h G CM([0,T),K"), A; G C_ M (R~,K
a ) . 
Then there are constants K{, C{fi), C{-fi)) such that the following estimates hold: 
Г Кге"1 for t < 0, 
\ K2e
St for t >. 0, 
(14) | |5+(Í ) |U(^ , Z ) < 
(15) \S-(t)\\C(z)^K3e-
at fortžO, 
(16) sup Hê 4 f S~(t -s)( ft(s)) ds \\z ^ C(n) sup He^M*)!!-., 
te[o,T) Jo \ " / te[o,T) 
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(17) suplle-W' S-(*- S)(
f c ( s ))d S ^C(-/i)sup| |e- ' r t fc(t) | |в 
z t<o 
3. T H E CENTER MANIFOLD 
In this section we shall prove the existence of a center unstable manifold for the 
equation (4) under the assumption (a) on the spectrum of the operator B. As usual, 
we introduce a smooth truncation function ip and a corresponding function gr: 
. xl>: Z+ -> R, M * ) | ^ 1, *(z) = 1 iff \\z\\z ^ 1, $(z) = 0 for \\z\\z > 2, 
9r(z) = g(l>(^)p+z + p-z). 
The space*if+ = P+(Z) is finite-dimensional, so such a smooth function ij) exists and 
gr satisfies (g). For the functions v such that | |-P+v(0lU ^ r for t^ 0, the equation 
(4) is equivalent to the equation 
(18) i,(t) = вv(t) + fr(v(t)), v(o) = i ђ = P ) e г , 
where fr(z) — ( n I • F°
r this equation we can prove the global existence of the 
solution provided that the projection of the initial data onto Z~ is sufficiently small. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Let (A), (L), (L*), (g) and (a) be fylGlled. Then there is 
r > 0 such that the solution of (18) exists in the space C([0, oo), Z) provided that 
\\P~v0\\z<r. 
P r o o f . We find a solution of (18) as a fixed point of the operator \&: 
9(v)(t) = S(t)v0 + f S(t- s)f
r(v(s)) ds. 
Jo 
First, we shall prove that there exist T > 0, r > 0 such that * is a contraction on 
the ball 
BT(S(.)v0yr) = {t; € C([0,T),Z); |v - S(.)vofr < r } , where 
l u / | r = sup [e-^P+wMWz + \\P~w(t)\\z], f}>6, S given in (14) 
te[o,T) 
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and that * maps B°°(S(.)v0,r) into B°°(S(.)vQ,r/2) for any vQ 6 Z satisfying 
||P~"t/o||z < r. This will enable us to continue the procedure and prove the existence 
of a global solution. 
Let Dr = {z£Z\ \\P-z\\z < r(Kz + 1)},K3 given in (15), 
M(r) = sup{||9
r(z)||«, *€£> r ,} , 
If v € B°°(S(. )v0yr), then v(t) € DT for each t ^ 0 and, according to (#) and the 
definition of gr, we get 
(20) ¥& -> 0, N(r) -» 0 for r -» 0. 
r 
Now, we make use of (14), (16), (19) and the inequality ||t;(t)|| ^ e^ l^ l r for * < T 
to estimate 
|*(v) - 5(.)t;oloo, |*(vi) ~ *(va)|T for i;, vuv* 6 B°°(S(.)vQ,r) : 
(21) 
l * (v ) - S(. ) ^ | o o = I / S+(* - s)/ r(t ;(*)) d.s + / S-{t- s)fr (*>(*)) ds 1 
III IO JO IKoo 
< sup e"7" / K2e^-
5>M(r)ds +C(0)M(r) 
tGR+ «/0 
<M(r)[Xa/<J + C(0)], 
|*(«i) - *(«a) |T 
^ sup up [e-"' / K2e^
t-^N(r)\\vi(s)-v2(s)\\zds+C(Q)N(r)\\v1(t)-v2(t)\\z\ 
[0,T] L jO J 
sup [e-1" / Arae*
( t-s>e"siV(r)|u1-t;a |Tds+C(0)iV(r)e''it)i'U2|T| 
e[o,T] L jo J 
It follows from (20) that * is a contraction of BT(S(-)vQ,r) into B
T(S(- )«o,r/2) if 
r is so small that 
(22) (J^+C(Q)e"T)N(r)<lt Jf (r)(J-a/« + C(0)) < £• 
V*7 — d / 2 
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Let v\ be its fixed point. Then v\ € BT(S(. )v0,r/2) and we can prove in the same 
way, that the mapping * i : 
«i(«)(t) = S(t)ti1(T) + J S(t-s)r(v(s))dSi t € [0,n, 
Jo 
is a contraction of the ball BT(S(.)v1(T)ir/2) C B
T(S(.)v0,r) into itself. If we 
denote by v2 its fixed point, we get the fixed point of # in B
2T(S(.)v0ir): 
f«i (0 forO<t<T, 
t v a ( t - T ) f o r T < f < 2 T . 
Moreover, according to (21), (22), V G B2T(S(.)v0,r/2)1 so we can continue in the 
same way to get the assertion of the proposition. • 
In the following, we shall state the existence of a finite dimensional manifold C for 
the truncated equation (18) under the assumption that r is small enough. C attracts 
the orbits which start close to it. Then we show that the null solution of (4) is stable 
or unstable iff it has this property with respect to the restriction of the flow to C. 
We will find a manifold C formed by the initial values of solutions of (18) which 
are defined for all t G R and a map \: Z+ -* Z~ such that C = graph \ and C is 
invariant with respect to (18). 
We look for the solution v satisfying P~v(t) = x(-P+^(t)). If we denote P+v(t) = 
£(t), P+v(0) = C, then 
(23) m = 5+(t)C + f S+(t - s)r(i(s) + X(i(s))) d*, 
Jo 
(24) X(i(t)) = S~(t- «o)xtt(«o)) + f S~(t - s)f
r(m + X(*(»))) d* • 
Letting to —> — oo and then setting t = 0 gives 
(25) x(0 = I S-(-8)r(Z(s) + xtfto)) ds. 
J—oo 
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XW))= f S-(-s)rW + s) + XW + s)))ds 
J — 00 
s-(t-s)r(tts)+X(i(S)))ds 
= S~(t - t0) f° S~(to - s)f
r(Z(s) + X(t(s))) ds 
J — OO 
+ fts-(t-s)r(as)+X(as)))ds 
= S~(t - tQ)X(t(to)) + f S~(t - s)r(Z(s) + X(Z(S))) ds 
J to 
so that (24) is satisfied and v(t) = £(t) + x(f(*)) 1s the global solution of (18) with 
the initial condition v(0) = C + x(0- These considerations imply also the invariance 
of the graph of x with respect to (18), if x is found as a fixed point of the operator A: 
(26) A(x)«) = / S-(-S)r(S(s) + X(Z(s))) ds , 
J—OO 
where £ = £(C, x) ls a solution of the finite dimensional equation (23). 
Theorem 1. Let (A), (L), (L*), (g) and (a) be satisfied. Then there is g > 0 
such that for r < Q there exists a Lipschitz continuous function X'Z+-+Z~ such 
that 
(i) its graph is invariant with respect to (18), 
(ii) x € Ck~l whenever g £ Ck, x ^ ^ is Lipschitz continuous and x(0 € V(B) 
ifk ^ 2, C € Z+. In that case 
(27) X'(C)(BC + P+f
r(( + X(0) = BX(0 + P~f
r (C + X(0). 
(in) Cr = graphx/{C € Z+,||C||z < r} is the locally invariant manifold for the 
equation (4) with respect to the set Z(r) = {z € Z, ||P+z||z < r, ||P~2||z < r}. 
(iv) If v: R -+ Z is a global solution of (4) such that v(t) € Z(r) for all t G R, 
then P"t/(0 = x(P+v(t)), * € R and P+v(.) is a solution of (23). 
Proof . To prove the existence of x, we show that A is a contraction on the set 
n = {X: Z+ -+ Z~, X(0) = 0, Hxll* = sup ||xK)IU < r, 
llx(Ci) - x(C>)ll.7 < 6IIC1 -
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For x € W we have, according to (26), (17), 
||A(x(OIU ^ C(0)sup||/p({(s,C,x) + xtt(*,C,X)))||« ^ C(0)M(r). 
sśO 
To estimate ||A(x)(Ci) - A(x)(C2)IU and ||A(xi)(C) - AfoKOIIz, we useGronwall's 
lemma for the first equation. We find that there is a constant C = C(u, b) such that 
for * ̂  0, u? < 0 
| |€(t,Ci,Xi)-*&GhX2)IU<^^ 
with 
(28) v = v(u>, r) = KxN(r)(l + b) - <j, ^ given in (14). 
Then 
/r(«.,Ci,xi) + xi(tt,Ci,xiW^ 
for /Li < -*/. If we take u; > - a (a given in Proposition 2) and then r so small that 
—a < —v, we can take ji e (-a, —v) and, according to (17), we get 
(29) ||A(x)(Ci) - A(x)(C2)||z < C(-M)1V(r)(l + 6)C(a;,6)supe(-^)
s||Ci - C2IU, 
l|A(xi)(C)-Ax2(C)llz 
(30) < C(-»)N(r)\(l + 6)C(u;,6)1Y(r)supe— + l ] | | X l - X2\\H. 
Now, it is clear that, taking r even smaller if necessary, we obtain the coefficients in 
(29), (30) less than 6 or 1, respectively, and then A is a contraction on W. 
The differentiability of x we obtain by replacing K by Hk = {x € H, ||x^(C)ll ^ 
6, i = 1, . . . ,* - 1, ||x(^1}(Ci) - X(fc"1,(C2)b < 6IIC1 - C2IU} and proving that A 
maps Hk into itself. This can be done by using (17) together with GronwaiPs lemma 
repeatedly. 
To prove that x(C) € V(B) it is sufficient to show that its second component is 
differentiable on R~~ and its derivative belongs to F a + 1 . Let x(C) = (x»^). Then, 
due to (25), (13), 
<p(T) = / R-(T-8)h(s)d8, where h(s) = <T(C(s,C,x) + xtf(*iCx)))> 
J—00 
^'(r) = / R-(t)h'(r - t)dt - R~(T)h(0) 
= fT R-(T-s)h'(s)ds - I R+(T-s)h'(s)ds +R+(r)h(0). 
J—OO JT 
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As \\h(s)\\a < M(r), \\h'(s)\\a ^ N(r)(l+b)M'(s)\\z ^ Ce«', we get, using (13), 
(14), (17), <p' G Cu-(~-,X
a+1) with -u < u' < 7, which implies that iff G Ya+1. 
The assertion (27) we obtain by projecting the equation (18) onto Z+, Z~ and 
realizing that 
r « = p+Bm + p+rm)+xwm, 
x'mm'(t) = d/dtx(s(t)) = p-BX(t(t))+p-r(t(t)+xW)))-
The considerations above the statement of the theorem together with the equiva-
lence of (4) and (18) for small solutions give the remaining parts of the assertions. 
The procedure is the same as in the case of ODE's, see e.g. [13], so we omit the 
details. • 
R e m a r k . It is possible to prove even better smoothness of x, namely x € Ck 
for g e Ck, but it requires a lengthy calculation. The proof follows the treatment 
given in Sect. 1.3 of [13] for the finite dimensional case and the proof of Theorem 2 
in [14], so it will be omitted here. 
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of the preceding theorem be satisfied, t] G (0, a), 
r < Q, v(0) e Dr. Then there are constants Ci, C~ such that 
(i) the solution v of the equation (18) exists in C(R+, Z) and the following estimate 
holds: 
(31) \\P~v(t) - X(P
+v(t))\\z < Ce-^WP-vo - x(P+v0)\\z, t > 0. 
(ii) There exists C, £ Z+ and a solution £ of (23) with £(0) = £ such that 
(32) ||P+t,(i) - i(t)\\z + \\P~v(t) - x(t(t))\\z < Cle-^\\P-VQ - x(P
+vo)\\z-
Proof . The proof follows the ideas of [2] and [4] for parabolic equations, so we 
only sketch it. 
Let v(t) be a solution of (18) with v(0) = VQ that ensures its existence in the large. 
Then we estimate the norm of the difference 
A(t) = P~v(t)-x(P+v(t)). 
In the case that x ls differentiate, we have using (27) 
A'(t) = P~BA(t) + P~[fr(v(t)) - fr(P+v(t) + x(P+v(t)))] 
- x?{p+(v{t))p+\r(v(t)) - r(p+v(t)+X(p
+v(t)))]. 
= P~BA(t) + k(v,x)(t). 
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The function k is estimated by ||fc(£)Ha ^ CN(r)\\A(t)\\z> so we can take r so small 
that the solution of the above equation satisfies 
l|A(t)|U < Ce-*||A(0)|U, r,<a,t20. 
If x is not differentiate, then we get the same result with help of the expression 
A(i) = S-(t)A(0) + / V ( * - s)[f(v(s)) - r(Z(s,t) + x(S(s,t))))ds 
Jo 
+ J S~(t - s)\r(Z(s, 0) + X(t(s, 0))) - r (d(s, t) + x(Z(s, t)))] ds, 
J—oo 
where £(s, t) is a solution of the problem 
(33) - j j t fM) = B+t(s,t) + P+fr(Z(s,t) + x(tis,t))), s G R, B+ = B/Z+, 
S(t,t) = m = P+v(t)-
With help of Gronwall's inequality we estimate 
(34) U(s,t) - t(s)\\z < tfiAt(r) / e^-s)||A(<r)|Uda for 0 < s < t, 
Js 
||£(M) - £ M ) | | Z ^ KxN(r) f e^-
s)||A(t7)||zdr/ for s ^ 0 ^ t, 
Jo 
where K\ is given in (14), N(r) in (19) and v in (28). Then, using (16) and (17), we 
obtain the same estimate as above. 
To prove (ii), we make use of the solution of (33) and the estimate (34). Let 
i(t, £n)be a solution of (33) with \(tn, tn) = P
+v(tn). Let C = -im £(0, tn), £(.) 
tn —J—l-oo 
be the solution of (23) with £(0) = C- Then £(t) = lim £(t,tn) for every t > 0 
*„->+oo 
and, according to (34), (31), we get 
\\P+v(t)-at)\\<Ce-*A(0), 
which together with (28) and the Lipschitz property of x gives (32). • 
It follows from this theorem that C is uniformly asymptotically stable with asymp-
totic phase. The asymptotic behaviour of small solutions of (4) and, consequently, 
of (E) depends on the behaviour of the solutions of the finite dimensional equation 
(23). 
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Corollary. The zero solution of (4) is stable (asymptotically stable, unstable) in 
Z, iff the zero solution of the finite dimensional problem (23) is stable (asymptotically 
stable, unstable). For the equation (E) it means that, once ||x||x«+-, ||<^||y«+- are 
sufficiently small, then ||u(t)||x"+1 > ^ R + remains small or tends to zero if the same 
property have the Z-norms of the solutions of (23) with small initial data. 
4. EXAMPLE 
Consider the problem 
/•OO 
u(t,x) = Au(t,x) + bu(t,x) + / ki(s)(Au(t - s,x) +cu(t — s,x))ds 
Jo 
(35) + hx (u(t, x),Du(t, x), D
2u(t, x)) 
/•OO 
+ / k2(s)h2(u(t - s,x),Du(t - s),D2u(t — s,x))ds, 
Jo 
^lA = 0 for x G dft, t G R, 
on 
U(T, X) = (p(T, x) for r ^ 0, x G ft, 
where ft C Rn is a bounded open set with a smooth boundary, Du = (du/dx\,. 
du/dxn) and d/dn denotes the normal derivative. We suppose that 
hi are smooth functions vanishing at zero 
together with their first derivatives, 
(h) 6 
\h2(p,q,r)\ ^ C(\p\ + \q\ + \r\) for p G R, 
qe Rn, r G Rn ' , |d| = max|di|, 
(k) \k{(s)\ ^ C{e^
s for i = 1,2, \kx(X)\ ^ ^ , /3 > 0. 
We rewrite the equation (35) in the form (E), setting 
A = A + bly 





+ / k2(s)h2(ip(-s,x),D^(-s,x),D2ip(—s,x)ds. 
Jo 
It can be shown (see [1]> [6]) that, taking 
X = C(ft), D(A) ^{W£ C
2(ft); dw(x)/dn = 0 for x G 9ft}, 
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we get Xa = /i2o(H), Xa+l = h2+2a{w e /i2+2"(fi); dw(x)/dn = 0 for x € aft}, 
where ^(H) is the space of the so called small Holder continuous functions, i.e. 
functions w: H -» R such that 
l i m s u p M*) ~ y I = o, fe-+' = { w g o
2(H); Aw € ft'}. 
Then cp = (<p(0) T -> y?(r)) € Z iff v> e L» (R~, /i2+2a), where 
£}(R-, ft2+2a) = ip: R~ -> /i2^2"; / e^||<p(r)|U2+2„ dr < +00, 
J — OO 
lim y>(r) = Y>(0)}> 
IMU = IM0)|U-+-- + / e^||V(T)|Ua+8- dr . 
J —OO 
Then, owing to the assumptions (h), (k), it is easy to verify that g maps the space 
Z into Xa, L is a continuous linear operator from y a + 1 into Xa satisfying (L\) and 
A is a generator of an analytic semigroup in X. 
The relation between the eigenvalues of the Laplace operator and the Laplace 
transform of the kernel k\ yields the values of the spectrum of the equation. In fact, 
for w e -Ka+1 we have 
L(\)w = [ 
jo 
fci(s)e~As(A + c)ii;ds = A* (A) (A + c)w. 
Let 0 = /ix > H2 > A*3 > • •. be the eigenvalues of the operator A. Then A G C 
such that ReA > - 7 is in the spectrum of the operator B (see Proposition 1) iff 
(h(\) + l)/in = A - cfci(A) - b for some n eM 
In the case of k\(s) = e~7S, we have ki(\) = ^- a^d ^ follows that for 6 < 7 
and c < —76, the spectrum of B lies in the halfplane with negative real parts and 0 
is an asymptotically stable solution of (35). 
On the other hand, the zero solution is unstable whenever b > 7 or c + 76 > 0. 
If, moreover, c + /in + 7(Mn + b) ^ 0 for n = 2,3, . . . , then we get the saddle point 
property of the zero solution (see [9]). 
In the critical case of stability, namely, when 
(*i) M*) = e - ^ , 7 > b , c=- 7 f r , 
the spectrum of B consists of the simple eigenvalue 0 and of the part which is 
in the halfplane Re A ^ |(/i2 + max[0,/il + 4/i2(7 + 1)]
1/2) < 0. Z+ is now the 
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eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue 0, which is the space of constant functions 
on (~oo,0] x̂  n. 
In the case of the parabolic equation with Neumann boundary condition without 
delay, i.e. 
(36) u(t, x) = Au(t, x) + hi (u(t, x), Du(t, x), D2u(t, x)), 
^ ^ = o for x e an, t G R, 
on 
u(0,x) = uo(x) for x G 0, 
we get the eigenspace corresponding to the simple eigenvalue 0 consisting of constant 
functions on fi, and the corresponding projector is given by 
(37) Ux(y) = -^J^x(ri)dr], y G fi. 
The nonlinearity / then maps the space Il(K'a) into itself, which allows to express 
the center manifold explicitly, namely x = 0 is the solution of the equation 
x(C) = f e"As(7 - IU/fcO) + X(f(»))), 
J—oo 
which corresponds to (25) with £ satisfying the equation corresponding to (23), which 
is in this case equivalent to the scalar equation 
(38) CW = M£W>o,o) 
(see [7]). 
In our case, the projector P + maps elements of the type (x, 0) into the constant 
elements (C, r -> C) G Z, so that (23) cannot have the identically zero solution. The 
projector P + can be expressed explicitly with help of II (see (37)): We have 
^(A) = I £ T + T (o(A)" A ) - 1 > where a(A) = A rRTT' 
which, together with the power series representation of 
Ux ^ 
(/i - A)~xx = — + 2^/in/?na:, 
^ n=0 
gives 
(39) ^ = ^/r^
(A):rdA = 7 r 6 n -
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Here T is a smooth curve surrounding 0 such that Re A > Re a (B) for A G T. 
Further 
L(e-> j e A ( ^ ( ( 7 ) d . ) = ^ ( A + c)^(7), 
where $\ is the Laplace transform of %\>\: ^pl(s) = I/J(-S). (11) and (39) now give 
formulas for _P+: 
The stability of the zero solution of (35) depends on the stability of the zero 
solution of (23), which, due to (40), is equivalent to the scalar equation 
(42) • i{t) = P+r(t(t) + *(«*))) = F(t(t))-
The stability or instability depends on the behaviour of F and its derivatives at 0. 
Let e, ei denote the functions e = 1 on R~ x fi, ei = 1 on fi, and 
u«\ . _a"/.1(o to,o) a"fe2(o,o,o) f°°,,,, (43) dn-~a^— + — ^ — J 0
 k2{s)ds-
Then /(n)(0)(e,..., e) = f n j and according to (25) we have, since x(0) = 0 and 
f = 0 is the solution of (23) with C = 0, 
*'(0)e = 0, x ' ' ( o ) ( c , e ) = / ° S-( -a)P-( /T(0)(e ,e) . 
J—oo 
Further, due to (g), (41), (43) and the fact that / r coincides with / on a neighbour-
hood of 0, we get 
F'(0) = 0, F»(0)(e,e) = P+r(0)(e,e) = ^ ( ^ ) = ^ e , 
*""(0)(e, e, e) = P+T"(0)(e, e, e) + 3P+/"(0)(e, X"(0)(e, e)). 
It follows that, if we suppose d_ = 0, then the stability of the zero solution of (35) 
depends on the sign of d3. 
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Theorem 3. Let (h), (k), (k\) be fulfilled, d2 = 0. Then 0 is an asymptotically 
stable solution of (35) in L}(R-, / i£ a + 2) if d3 < 0 and it is unstable for d3 > 0. If 
d2 j£ 0, then the zero solution is unstable. 
R e m a r k . The relations (25) and (41) show that the center manifold for the 
problem (35) belongs to the subspace of Z formed by functions which do not depend 
on the space variable. This space is invariant for the corresponding equation (4) and 
the flow restricted to this subspace is given by the ordinary differential equation with 
delay, namely 
/•OO /»oo 
ii(t) = bu(t) + / cki(s)u(t - s)ds +/ii(u(*),0,0) + / k2(s)h2(u(t - s ) ,0 ,0)ds . 
Jo Jo 
Stability of the zero equilibrium of this equation is equivalent to stability of the zero 
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